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FACTS ABOUT SLOVENIA

One of the fastest growing CEE countries

 Estimated GDP growth for 2021:

4.7% (European Commission, Winter 2021
Economic Forecast)
 Estimated GDP growth for 2022:

5.2% (European Commission, Winter 2021
Economic Forecast)
 Export of goods in 2020: EUR 32.892 billion
 TOP Export partners in 2020:

Germany, Italy, Croatia, Austria, Switzerland,
France, Poland
 Import of goods in 2020:

EUR 32.023 billion
 TOP Import partners in 2020:

Germany, Switzerland, Italy, Austria, Croatia,
China, Hungary

 22nd most developed country

(Human Development Index 2019, UN)

 11th safest country

(Global Peace Index 2020)

 14th in the quality of life

(Numbeo Quality of Life Index 2021)

 9th least polluted country in the world

(Numbeo Quality of Life Index 2021)

 Strong public healthcare system

(Life expectancy at birth: 81 years, Human
Development Index 2019, UN)

MEET SLOVENIAN SUSTAINABLE AND
GREEN TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS @
EXPO2020
Dear Distinguished readers,
Expo 2020 Dubai in UAE is a celebration of
knowledge and cooperation, two indestructible guarantors of fair development and the
lucrative idea about better future for all. That
is why it offers Slovenia an excellent opportunity to prove once again where it belongs:
among the most progressive, innovative, and
responsible countries in the world!
Slovenian economy is focused on sustainability, green technologies, corporate social responsibility, committed to reducing the carbon footprint and caring for the natural and social
environment.
We set a clear goal to achieve net zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2050 and become a climate-resilient society with
sustainable development. The concept of green and circular
economy as one of our strategic development priorities is a key
driver of innovation and transformation that is imbedded in all
sectors of Slovenian economy.
As Slovenia is the third most forested country in Europe, spacious forests and quality wood represent our greatest natural
wealth and we are also extremely proud of our rich wood industry tradition. We respect our natural and cultural heritage,
so we are truly committed to sustainable development at all
aspects of our life.
At Expo 2020 Dubai, we present ourselves as green, innovative, research-oriented country whose development and future
are based on sustainability.
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Therefore, we kindly invite you to our national pavilion to meet
Slovenian innovative and green companies which influence the
world today and tomorrow, exchange ideas and set the stage
for future cooperation.
I promise, it will be an experience worth your time!
Tomaž Kostanjevec, PhD, Director
SPIRIT Slovenia
Business Development Agency

LET'S USE WOOD FOR A SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT OF THE PLANET
As the third most forested country in Europe, with forests covering more than half
of its territory, Slovenia is the “green heart”
in the centre of the continent. Since forests
and wood have been shaping our economic
and social development for centuries, wood
industry has a rich tradition in our country.
Our companies are innovative, flexible and
can offer a wide range of high quality products and services.
They are successful in different segments of wood industry, ranging from final wood products of high added value to
wooden buildings, they are also present in niche segments such
as boats and cars wooden interiors, furniture for leisure vehicles
and hotel furniture.
The Slovenian wood industry has always been connected with
neighbouring countries. Today it is even more internationally
oriented. Numerous companies manufacturing wood products
for industry, export a large part of their production and are creating business on a global market.

Slovenia is also among the greenest countries in the world
based on the care for the environment. We recognize wood
as our greatest natural wealth and as an essential component
in our transition to a low carbon society. Wood is a material
that binds and stores carbon in wooden products for centuries,
while its processing requires significantly less energy than
other materials. Therefore, wood industry has a great potential
in contributing to the realization of climate neutral Europe by
2050 as well as limiting global warming to 1.5°C.
We are supporting all domestic and foreign investors in
our wood industry, especially investments in the production
of products with higher added value. There is a variety of
opportunities for foreign enterprises in Slovenia and still
available locations that are close to the raw material and enable
the management of logistics costs and ensure shorter transport
routes.
The use of wood needs to be increased in all areas where wood
can equally replace other, less environmentally acceptable
materials. This way, we can contribute together to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions and to achieve global climate goals.
Danilo Anton Ranc, General Director
Ministry of Economic Development and Technology
Wood Industry Directorate

WHEN INFORMING YOU ABOUT SLOVENIA,
we should perhaps emphasise that we,
Slovenians, are often cautious, adventurous
and ambitious at the same time. We
appreciate precision and innovative thinking
and are always looking for new challenges.
We see ourselves as Austrians or Germans,
but we also have the Balkan imagination with
the ability to improvise, and also something

of the Mediterranean serenity. These are the values that have
established us in this region at the crossroads or more than
a thousand years. For historical and business reasons, we are
also familiar with Eastern European culture and ways of doing
business.
The main objective of the Slovenian business delegation to
EXPO 2020 Dubai is to promote top notch innovative solutions
in the field of wood and furniture products for achieving
significant, multiple environmental and economic benefits for
a circular economy and green recovery as well.
It is a great privilege for me to have been selected as a General
Manager of the CCIS, when the Chamber celebrated its 170th
anniversary early this year and emphasised a new development
paradigm of digital and green Slovenia. It means a society that
will ensure work, social security and environmental sustainability
according to highest international standards by using digital
solutions, innovation and smart specialisation, reached by 2030
in environmentally and socially sustainable way. Moreover, our
daily personal interaction with local and foreign enterprises,
institutions, and experts is directly converted into numerous
business and investment partnerships.
Dear Business Leader, I am pleased to invite you to our next
meet-and-greet Slovenia business forum, focused on Wood - a
sustainable material of the Green Future, which will be held on
17 January 2022 at 14:30 @EXPO 2020 Dubai, Slovenia Pavilion.
I would be delighted if you were able to join us at this event.
Aleš Cantarutti, Msc
General Manager
Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Slovenia

EXHIBITOR

Headquarters

Armeton International DMCC

CORE BUSINESS

 ARMETON is an international group, founded in Slovenia on
March 3, 1993. It is specialized in the production of washing–
machines balancing system and concrete counterweights for
home appliances.

ABOUT THE COMPANY

 What is a counterweight for washing–machines?
 Everybody knows how washing machine looks like: the housing,
control buttons, drum, glass door… but not many people
know that there’s a complex structure inside it, called “the
washing group”, the heart of the washing machine that has to
be perfectly balanced with counterweights. Counterweights
have been made of cast iron, but things changed in 1993 when
Armeton was born. The pioneer in concrete counterweights
for home appliances. The one who perfectly developed the
method to replace cast iron with concrete using bespoke
production process, special heavy concrete, revolutionary
design and innovative R&D approach.

MAIN ACTIVITIES / PRODUCTS / SERVICES
 Production and R&D of concrete counterweights for home
appliances, washing machines, dishwashers and cookers.
VALUE PROPOSITION

Attributes:
 impeccable product quality,
 different – recognizable product and service,
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Engineering

Armeton Engineering d.o.o.

Indigo Icon Tower, Office 2506,
cluster F JLT, Dubai, United Arab Emirates

Cesta na Lenivec 25,
6210 Sezana, Slovenia

Contact person: Tiara Habestor

Contact person: Tiara Habestor

L +971 55 52 43 377
D www.armeton.si

) +386 51 337 714
D www.armeton.si

 reliability and sustainability,
 legality and fairness.
Benefits:
 product with optimal price-quality ratio,
 flexible service and interpersonal relationship,
 R&D solutions for the customer's benefit,
 continuous innovation and improvement.
Values:
 honesty,
 hard work,
 team,
 integrity and ethics.
Armeton is the market leader and distinguished from all other
world competitors by:
 excellent quality,
 competitive prices,
 R&D experience, knowledge and potential,
 complete support/service to customers (logistics, quality
assurance, R&D solutions…),
 trustworthiness and flexibility.
Armeton is the biggest producer of counterweights for home
appliances on European and global market, supplying almost all
world's home appliances manufacturers and many more...

EXHIBITOR

Artkontakt Studio Bast

Erjavčeva cesta 7, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
Contact person: Stane Jeršič, Bojana Čampa
) +386 41 627 123
] jersic.stane@gmail.com, bojana.campa@siol.net
D https://artkontaktstudiobast.zenfolio.com/

CORE BUSINESS
 Marketing consulting.

ABOUT THE COMPANY

ARTKONTAKT Studio BAST started its journey in the field of
traditional media back in 2000. We had a simple goal to create great
content. Brochures, catalogues, books! Twenty years later, the market
has changed completely. Multimedia solutions have integrated video,
photography, design and the web, becoming the most important
content generator for businesses.
We provide clear and creative tailored solutions which communicate
your desired topic and mission. We conceive complete creative
services in the field of video and photography, corporate
presentations, the web and social and traditional media.
We master professional approaches to storytelling that inspire
individuals, engage audiences and create growth in companies.
Our strength lies in the combination of traditional media (books,
exhibitions, presentations) with digital approaches generated by
modern technologies.

MAIN ACTIVITIES / PRODUCTS / SERVICES

 design and production of traditional visual messages (books,
catalogues, exhibitions, presentations)
 design of multimedia messages (digital presentations, websites,
animation, performances, events)
 storytelling through photography and video

VALUE PROPOSITION / OFFERING

The key to our work is technical and artistic creativity. Ideas inspire and
excite us when we boldly break the old rules and understand the spirit
of today. We also need to create products that bring joy and excitement,
and pleasure and fun to inspire people with the beauty of life.
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Passion
To be successful, we must have a dream! We must have the passion to
strive, the perseverance to pursue opportunities and the curiosity to
do it again and again.
Trust
Trust is at the heart of our approach we are always flexible and
committed to your winning idea. The best measure of work is the
result. Our goal is to create long-term partnerships with all our clients
and be a reliable support throughout the project.
Inspiration
Maybe you’re looking for inspiration for your next project or want to
see how we thrive to new challenges and opportunities? We invite
you to check out some of our latest work.

SEGMENTS THAT ARE MOST RELEVANT FOR OUR
COMPANY
 Design and implementation of visual presentation materials,
 Artistic creation in the field of video and photography,
 Preparation of exhibitions and presentations of companies.

REFERENCES
 ASKO / Gorenje (multimedia presentations for international
markets, video, photography),
 STRABAG (book, exhibition, multimedia presentation),
 EUROPEAN FUNDS CONNECT US (book / presentation sustainable
development project),
 ENVIRONMENT AND SPACE (book / multimedia sustainable
presentation project),
 FABIANI, PLEČNIK, VURNIK - Forms for a New Democracy (book /
exhibition / multimedia presentation project).

EXHIBITOR

GET eco ltd.

Pameče 293, 2380 Slovenj Gradec, Slovenia
Contact person: Daniel Breznik
) +386 41 574 404
] info@geteco.si
D www.geteco.si

CORE BUSINESS
 Recycling and transforming mixed-plastic waste into
advanced synthetic fuels and electricity.
ABOUT THE COMPANY
 START-UP with potential global growth.
 Our existing fully-working prototype plant is transforming
mixed-plastics waste in usable synthetic fuels and electricity
in close loop on the basis of Green Circle economy.
 Experienced team members in research and development,
mechanical engineering, automatization, environmental
protection and renewable energy science.
 Looking for investors and business partners.
MAIN ACTIVITIES / PRODUCTS / SERVICES
 Removing large discard amount of mixed-plastic waste
from the environment (waste and dirty plastic packaging,
toys, sanitation material, baby and elderly diapers, face
masks, protection equipment used in hospitals in COVID-19
situation, industrial plastic waste or residuals, etc.)
 Transforming plastic waste into usable by-products such as
diesel, petrol, bitumen and electricity from syngas with over
92 % energy efficiency.
 Manufacturing plastic waste removal power plant for the
customers.
 Custom made products.

VALUE PROPOSITION / OFFERING
 Our equipment is installed in more than 35 countries around
the world.
 Every product is custom made according to the customer’s
needs.
 We give full support to our customers.
SEGMENTS THAT ARE MOST RELEVANT FOR OUR
COMPANY
Removal of industrial residues / wastes of mixed plastic
materials:
 Environmental protection,
 Prevention of waste incineration,
 Prevention of landfilling
+ Production of pyrolysis OIL
+ Production of ELECTRICITY
+ New JOBS opportunities.
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MDR d.o.o.

EXHIBITOR

Šmartinska cesta 70, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
Contact person: Sara Jereb
) +386 31 384 183
] sara@mdr.si
L +386 1 54 42 579
] info@mdr.si
D www.mdr.si

CORE BUSINESS
 Manufacturers of metal detectors and magnetic separators
for heavy and light industry.
ABOUT THE COMPANY
 MDR d.o.o. has more than 30 years of experience with
manufacturing the metal detectors and magnetic separators
for different industries. MDR equipment is installed in more
than 35 countries around the world.
 The key business activity is the manufacturing of industrial
metal detectors and separators for heavy and light industry.
We are a renowned manufacturer of devices for detection
and separation of metal parts from raw materials or finished
products. Our main objective is the compliance of our
products with the needs and expectations of our customers.
Due to our extensive experience, we offer development and
manufacturing of devices tailored to your wishes and needs.

VALUE PROPOSITION / OFFERING
 Our equipment is installed in more than 35 countries around
the world.
 Every product is custom made according to the customer’s
needs.
 We give full support to our customers.
SEGMENTS THAT ARE MOST RELEVANT FOR OUR
COMPANY
 Industrial production,
 Heavy and light industry.
REFERENCES
 Sepro Mineral Systems Corp., Canada,
 BDI Co., Ltd., South Korea,
 Vitiva d.d., Slovenia,
 Calcit d.o.o., Slovenia,
 Kronospan.

MAIN ACTIVITIES / PRODUCTS / SERVICES
 Manufacturing of metal detectors
 Manufacturing of magnetic separators
 Complete service support
 Custom made products
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EXHIBITOR

MIK d. o. o.

Celjska cesta 55, 3212 Vojnik, Slovenia
Contact person: Mr. Martin Selan
) +386 41 882 456
] martin.selan@mik-ce.si
] mik@mik-ce.si
D www.mik-ce.si/en/

CORE BUSINESS

 We are a specialist in new construction and renovation of
buildings with state-of-the-art energy-efficient joinery and
a unique local two-pipe ventilation system MIKrovent with
recuperation and a 31-year tradition. Long-term and reliable
partnership is the way we do business.
MIK company + MIKrovent = active, smart, green, healthy.

WHY MIK COMPANY AND MIKROVENT?

Because we are turning sick buildings into healthy ones.

HOW?

With the quality windows and doors and MIKrovent ventilation
devices, developed in our own laboratory and with more than 10
years of testing. Own development of the test chamber enables
testing and development of devices for different climates,
humidity, and temperatures from -25 °C to +50 °C.

WHAT?

Local two-pipe ventilation systems MIKrovent with heat
recuperation. Devices provide air flow from 35 to 800 cubic
meters per hour, with a high level of recovered heat, fresh air,
which ensures clean, filtered, and healthy indoor air. Sensors for
air quality monitoring and seamless automated operation. Quality
joinery (PVC, Wood, Wood-ALU, and Aluminum windows and
doors) we create energy efficient newly built buildings or home
renovations.

WE PROVIDE:

 Functional and quality products (two-pipe local ventilation
systems and joinery),
 Smart solutions,
 Healing diseased buildings,
 Great production,
 Fast distribution,
 Company stability.

VENTILATION SYSTEM MIKROVENT IS SUITABLE FOR:

 Installation in the new and renovated buildings because it is
installed with minimal interventions in the architecture, with
lower costs, and fast implementation.
 For smaller spaces, joining ventilation devices together with the
window, on window extension.
 In hotels, offices, halls, hospitals, kindergartens, schools, nursing
homes, …

KEY BENEFITS:

 Improves the quality of living,
 Each device is installed in its own space and prevents to spread
of dirty or contaminated air to other rooms,
 Energy savings,
 No intrusion of noise, smog, pollen, and insects,
 Solving moisture problems,
 Fresh air helps to more productive learning environment,
 Minimal heat loss (recovery up to 95%),
 Smart control (automatic operation according to the state
of the air quality in the room) + data monitoring and device
management via the cloud, anytime and from anywhere.
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EXHIBITOR

Petrol, Slovenska energetska družba, d.d., Ljubljana
Dunajska cesta 50, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
Contact person: Damjan Sinigoj, marketing
] expo@petrol.si
D www.petrol.eu

ABOUT THE COMPANY
Petrol is the largest Slovenian energy company with strong
regional presence in south-east Europe. Offering services
on the go and energy solutions for your home and business,
we are building a green energy future, wholly committed to
transitioning to a low-carbon energy company. Supported
by new technologies, we are focusing on energy efficiency,
partnering with industry, the public sector, research centres
and suppliers.

 Diverse know-how and technological equipment
 Long-term market presence, numerous successfully
implemented projects and partnerships
 Financial stability and high credit assessment

MAIN ACTIVITIES / PRODUCTS / SERVICES
 Petrol gas stations offering quick and convenient purchases
 Comprehensive energy solutions
 Investments in renewables
 Mobility services
 E-charging infrastructure and alternative fuels

REFERENCES
 590+ point-of-sale locations in the Adriatic region
 Energy retrofitting of public buildings in Ljubljana, capital of
Slovenia
 Energy efficiency projects implemented in 80+ cities in the
Adriatic region
 The first energy self-sufficient community in the region with
island operation
 Glunča and Ljubač wind power plants that generate lowcarbon power for 45,000 average households

VALUE PROPOSITION / OFFERING
 Best services on the go at 590+ locations in the Adriatic
region
 Customer-centric quality of products, services and solutions
 Diversified sales network of experts

SEGMENTS THAT ARE MOST RELEVANT FOR OUR
COMPANY
 Energy production & provision
 Retail services on the go
 Mobility services
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EXHIBITOR

PiNA - Association for Culture and Education
Gortanov trg 15, 6000 Koper, Slovenia
Contact person: Mr. Borut Jerman
] borut.jerman@pina.si
L +386 5 63 00 320
] info@pina.si
D www.mcruk.si/clanek/heka

CORE BUSINESS

 Citizen Science Laboratory & Innovation Centre.

ABOUT THE COMPANY
HEKA is a research laboratory established by PiNA
(Association for Culture and Education, a Slovenian NGO),
operating at the intersection of science, art, and economy.
HEKA’s key service is innovation through the citizen science
approach with a great focus on combining creativity,
art, design thinking, and research in order to innovate
environmentally sustainable processes, products, relations
and generate new ideas. HEKA brings together the experts,
knowledge, and space dedicated to the research of businessrelated challenges while offering facilitation for innovative
outcomes.
MAIN ACTIVITIES / PRODUCTS / SERVICES
HEKA is covering the following fields of research:
 Bioplastics - research of production methods and
applications of polymers from bioplastics obtained from
marine biomaterial
 Sound - sound research with the first ambisonic room in the
region

 Sea - research on human impacts on the marine ecosystem
 Mechatronics - learning and practices of mechatronics in
cooperation with the regional educational institutions
 Education - innovative educational approaches, such as
leadership of creativity and cultural management
VALUE PROPOSITION / OFFERING
HEKA serves as a networking and cooperation platform,
establishing a working dialogue between society and science
through the use of art and artistic thinking. It is studying
and interconnecting various aspects of art, science and
economy with an emphasis on empathy and humanization of
technology.
SEGMENTS THAT ARE MOST RELEVANT FOR OUR
COMPANY
 Scientific research,
 Education,
 Innovation.
REFERENCES
 Network of Art and Cultural Research Centres
www.mcruk.si,
 PiNA Projects				
www.pina.si/en/projects.
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EXHIBITOR

Riko, d.o.o., industrijski, gradbeni inženiring in leasing
Riko, d.o.o., Bizjanova, 2, 1000 Ljubljana
Contact person: Žiga Babnik
) +386 31 339 112
] Ziga.babnik@riko.si
D www.riko.si/en

CORE BUSINESS

 Riko is an established engineering company that offers
comprehensive technological solutions for the needs of various
types of industries, in the field of infrastructure and timber
construction.

ABOUT THE COMPANY
Riko is well known as a provider of green technological
solutions in different industries, including traffic safety,
environmental protection, energy infrastructure, digital
infrastructure and construction. It is in this field where, with
its own system of wooden construction, Riko does not strive
merely to become a mainstay in construction practices, but
it also encourages green orientations among the culture of
homeowners.
MAIN ACTIVITIES / PRODUCTS / SERVICES
Management of complex turnkey projects:
 Investment consulting during all phases of the investment
process
 Development of a comprehensive concept
 Ensuring of adequate funding
 Technology design, supply, installation, commissioning
 Application of the BIM concept, design and construction of
facilities
 Start-up and start-up care…

VALUE PROPOSITION / OFFERING
A highly qualified team of experts, a comprehensive range of
services, a reliable management concept, rich international
experiences, a sustainable orientation and an extensive list of
international references place Riko among the sought-after
partners in the achieving of demanding investment goals.
SEGMENTS THAT ARE MOST RELEVANT FOR OUR
COMPANY
 Industry,
 Infrastructure,
 Timber construction.
REFERENCES
 P. A. T. H. by Starck with Riko,
 Wooden settlement The Lakes by Yoo, Cotswolds, Great
Britain,
 Wooden Kindergarten, Ribnica, Slovenia,
 Hotel Bohinj, Slovenija,
 Lesena konferenčna dvorana Wellcome Genome Campus,
Cambridge, Velika Britanija // Wooden Conference Hall
Wellcome Genome Campus, Cambridge, Great Britain.
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EXHIBITOR

TKK, d. o. o.

Srpenica 1, 5224 Srpenica, Slovenia
L +386 5 38 41 300
] info@tkk-group.com
D www.tkk-group.com

MAKE IT EASIER

CORE BUSINESS

 Manufacturer of sealants, polyurethane foams, adhesives,
technical sprays and admixtures for concrete.

ABOUT THE COMPANY
The TKK Group is multinational company, manufacturer
of construction chemistry products. We offer top-quality
products and seamless support to construction experts and
home builders. Although we are present in more than 70
countries around the world, we remain true to our roots and
support the local environment. Above all, we are passionate,
agile and creative. And we relentlessly improve ourselves, our
products, and our services.
MAIN ACTIVITIES / PRODUCTS / SERVICES
MOUNT AND SEAL
 Polyurethane foams
 Sealants
 Adhesives
 Technical sprays

BUILD AND RENOVATE
 Admixtures for concrete and mortar
 Mortar
 Protective coatings for construction materials
VALUE PROPOSITION / OFFERING
 We provide top-quality products.
 We have decades of experience, knowledge, and tradition,

topped with advanced research and development.
 We assure whole range of highly durable and reliable products
for every construction challenge on the planet.
 We deliver seamless support, quick and professional
counselling.
 And above all, we make every construction challenge easier.

SEGMENTS THAT ARE MOST RELEVANT FOR OUR
COMPANY
 Construction experts and DIY enthusiasts.
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BUSINESS DELEGATION

SiDG d. o. o.

Rožna ulica 39, 1330 Kočevje, Slovenia
L +386 8 20 07 100
] tajnistvo@sidg.si
D wwww.sidg.si

CORE BUSINESS

 Forest management and roundwood trade.

VALUE PROPOSITION / OFFERING
 Production of renewable natural source/roundwood based
on sustainable, multifunctional and close-to-nature forest
management,
 Supply of a variety of tree species and quality from veneer
logs to industrial wood for bio-based industries,
 FSC and PEFC certified.

ABOUT THE COMPANY
SiDG manages state-owned forest according to sustainable,
close-to-nature principles, using best practices and the
latest harvesting and supervision technologies, the region’s
leading roundwood producer and trader, SiDG offers a diverse SEGMENTS THAT ARE MOST RELEVANT FOR OUR
portfolio of wood assortments. SiDG is improving the business COMPANY
environment for forestry- and wood-based industries.
 Wood-processing industries,
MAIN ACTIVITIES / PRODUCTS / SERVICES
 Biorefineries.
 Forest management
REFERENCES
 Active promotion of environmental and social values in state
 Sawmilling industry (Solis Timber d.o.o., Marušič d.o.o.),
owned forests
 Wood-based panels industries (Lesonit d.o.o.),
 Harvesting and transport of roundwood
 Pulp and paper industries (MM Količevo d.o.o.),
 Sales and purchase of high-quality roundwood
 Biorefineries (Tanin Sevnica d.d.).
 Sales of lignocellulosic biomass
 Snežnik Sawmill
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BUSINESS DELEGATION

M SORA d.d.

Trg svobode 2, 4226 Žiri, Slovenia
Contact person: Barbara Šubic
] barbara.subic@m-sora.si
L +386 4 50 50 200
] info@m-sora.si
D www.m-sora.si

Create your own view

CORE BUSINESS

 Manufacture of wooden windows, engineering.

ABOUT THE COMPANY
M SORA d.d. is a company known primarily for the
production of wooden and alu-wooden windows and doors.
The development of windows responds to the trends of
modern architecture and the end customers desires with
immediate adjustments of existing window details. At the
same time, the long-term development of windows is lead
with the implementation of the most innovative materials and
processes.
MAIN ACTIVITIES / PRODUCTS / SERVICES
 Production of wooden windows, sliding doors,
entrance doors
 engineering solutions and knowledge in construction and
architecture
 complete technical and customer service
 research and development of new products combined with
research knowledge

VALUE PROPOSITION / OFFERING
 customized solutions,
 energy efficient products,
 high aesthetic and design oriented products,
 state of the art engineering knowledge,
 flexibility in adjusting window properties to the final
customer desires.
SEGMENTS THAT ARE MOST RELEVANT FOR OUR
COMPANY
 Wooden and wood alu windows,
 Passive wooden windows,
 Wooden and wood alu sliding doors,
 Products of very high dimmensions (up to 5m),
 Wooden and wood alu entrance doors.
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Lumar IG d.o.o.

BUSINESS DELEGATION

Limbuška cesta 32a, 2000 Maribor, Slovenia
Contact person: Boštjan Kralj
L +386 2 42 16 766
] bostjan.kralj@lumar.si
L +386 2 42 16 750
] info@lumar.si
D www.lumar.si

CORE BUSINESS

 High quality custom products & services,
 High energy efficiency and living comfort.
Confirmed with more than 20 certificates and awards for
technical solutions & architecture.

ABOUT THE COMPANY
Lumar is innovative and technologically leading manufacturer
of prefabricated wooden nearly Zero-Energy Buildings
(nZEBs) in Slovenia. The philosophy behind company’s
approach, work and the development are focused towards the
creation of new trends and high-quality buildings which offer
maximum living comfort with minimum environmental impact.
This is reflected in companies’ slogan "Better living!"

SEGMENTS THAT ARE MOST RELEVANT FOR OUR
COMPANY
 Construction,
 Architecture,
 Sustainable living,
 Circular economy.

 Production and development of quality nearly Zero-Energy
Buildings (nZEBs) – houses, kindergartens & buildings for the
public sector.

MAIN ACTIVITIES / PRODUCTS / SERVICES
 Nearly Zero-Energy Buildings (nZEBs)
 Individual and catalog houses
 Premium house lines Lumar BlackLine® and Lumar
GreenLine
 Concept for sustainable living Lumar Zero Emission Living®

REFERENCES
 Spirit Slovenia – Pavillion for Expo Milano 2015, Italy,
 Lumar BlackLine Pure W8, Austria,
 Lumar BlackLine Pure EE, Slovenia,
 Lumar Primus - first certified Active house in Slovenia,
Slovenia,
 Lumar Individual and
 more than 2.450 nearly Zero-Energy Buildings (nZEBs).

VALUE PROPOSITION / OFFERING
 Attractive architectural design,
 Functional floor plans,
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BUSINESS DELEGATION

GAŠPER
TRŽENJE d.o.o.
Lek Pharmaceuticals
d.d.

Dobrava 42 2360 Radlje ob Dravi, Slovenia
Verovškova ulica 57, 1526 Ljubljana, Slovenia
Contact
Contact:person: Jurij Gašper, CEO
]
info@gasper.si
) +386
1 580 21 11
L
2 88 79 850
] +386
Info.lek@sandoz.com
D www.gasper.si
www.lek.si/en

CORE BUSINESS

 Production of windows and entrance doors made of wood and
wood-aluminium.

ABOUT THE COMPANY
The business tradition of the Gašper family means 50 years of
experience in the use of wood as a material from the regional
forests and hillsides (pine) and from different parts of the
world (larch, oak, meranti, etc.). The focus is on high-quality
windows and entrance doors made of wood and woodaluminium. The sphere of activity of the Gašper includes
also semi products such as laminated wood for windows
and doors. The Gašper company makes 50% of its turnover
abroad, mostly in German-speaking markets. In recent years,
we have invested in the most modern computerised CNC
technology for the production of windows and entrance
doors, which ensures maximally flexible production and the
best quality, where we can fulfil every special wish.
MAIN ACTIVITIES / PRODUCTS / SERVICES
The focus is on high-quality windows and entrance doors
made of wood and wood-aluminium.
The sphere of activity of the Gašper includes also semi
products such as laminated wood for windows and doors.

VALUE PROPOSITION / OFFERING
We create multifunctional elements (joinery) of the facade
cladding, for a unique and balanced living environment, and
we sustainably improve the quality of living and well-being of
people.
SEGMENTS THAT ARE MOST RELEVANT FOR OUR
COMPANY
Whole Traders and partners which can provide services at a
local market like technical support for customers, installation
and after sales. We can provide instructors.
REFERENCES
 Hotel Bohinj, Slovenia,
 Youth Olympic Village Moscow, Rusia,
 Residential Flats Frankfurt, Germany,
 Many Schools and Kindergarten, Slovenia,
 Many Residential Houses in Slovenia, Croatia, USA, Austria,
Germany, Switzerland, Italy, Croatia, USA, Azerbaijan.
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LESNA VRATA d.o.o.

Pri Postaji 7, 2391 Prevalje, Slovenia
Contact person: Gorazd Ulbl, director
)

+386 51 438 980

L +386 2 87 50 322
D www.lesna-vrata.si/

VALUE PROPOSITION / OFFERING
 More than 70 years of experiences,
 Many different types of doors, frames and wooden
ABOUT THE COMPANY
windows,
Our company is engaged in the production and sale of interior  Highest tehnological standards,
 One of the biggest producers of interior doors and frames
doors and frames in all versions - Veneered interior doors,
in Slovenia.
CPL doors, Color - painted doors, Decor doors, Fire doors EI
30, Security entrance doors and various other functional door SEGMENTS THAT ARE MOST RELEVANT FOR OUR
designs. When buying a door, we also provide professional
COMPANY
advice and installation of our products.Our doors also have
We will constantly strive to be, as before, an environmentally
the appropriate warranty in accordance with applicable
and customer-friendly company and to ensure a high level
law, all relevant certificates, we have also obtained the EI 30
of professionalism of our employees and the quality of our
certificate (fire doors 30 minutes), air conditioning class doors
products. We also strive for continuous development of our
and soundproof doors (35 and 42 dB).
products, competitive prices and partnerships with all our
MAIN ACTIVITIES / PRODUCTS / SERVICES
business partners.
 Wooden interior doors and frames
REFERENCES
 Wooden, alu-wood windows, balcony doors and walls and
 Hotel a Tower,
entrance doors
 Apartment building Brdo Ljubljana,
 Primary school Riharda Jakopiča ljubljana,
 Hotel Bohinj,
 Student home Gerbičeva Ljubljana,
CORE BUSINESS

 Procuction and sale of interior doors and frames.
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MIZARSTVO FLORJANČIČ d.o.o.
Na žago 6, 8351 Straža, Slovenia
)
L
]
D

ABOUT THE COMPANY
True luxury is made of wood.
The love of wood and a dedication to excellence in
craftsmanship motivated the establishment of the family
business Mizarstvo Florjancic in the 1990s. Since then their
business has grown rapidly, owing to their high-quality
tailor-made furniture and dedicated team who listen to their
clients' aspirations and design only first-class furniture. Today
they run a modern workshop with the latest technology and
equipment, where they design and produce all kinds of luxury
furnishings: for company headquarters, offices, boutique
hotels, hospitals, restaurants and shops, and home interiors
and kitchens.

+386 41 348 648
+386 7 30 42 150
info@florjancic.eu
www.florjancic.eu

Their designs are built around their clients and are a perfect
match in both style and functionality. For this reason their
furniture often goes beyond the usual and always makes an
impression. From the original concept, 2D and 3D planning
and innovative solutions, to high quality production and
impeccable onsite assembly, the team of skilled professionals
will lead the way to the furniture of your dreams.
At Mizarstvo Florjancic they take care of their natural
environment and the local community, and only use the best
materials to create modern luxury interiors - enabling people
to live in a better way and use interior spaces exactly how
they want.
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CBD d.o.o. (Contemporary Building Design Ltd)
Lopata 19g, 3000 Celje, Slovenia

Contact person: dr. Bruno Dujic, director and leader of research
) +386 41 842 752
] bruno.dujic@cbd.si
D www.cbd.si

CORE BUSINESS

 Design and execution of timber structures.

ABOUT THE COMPANY
CBD company offers a unique combination of academic
knowledge and design experience in timber structures. As
experts with our own R&D department CBD masters all
phases of designing complex timber constructions from their
conception to their assembly. Together with more than a
thousand designed buildings, we are also proud of dozens of
unique timber buildings that we have constructed in Slovenia
and all over Europe, as well as in Turkey. The structures of
both Slovenian pavilions, namely for EXPO 2015 and EXPO
2020, were designed by CBD d.o.o. as well.
MAIN ACTIVITIES / PRODUCTS / SERVICES
CBD company consists of a group of researchers, structural
engineers and constructors who are specialized in the design
and construction of timber structures with an emphasis on
providing earthquake resistance. They participate in the
development of new technologies for timber construction,
introduce new knowledge in the field of everyday
construction practice, and successfully use innovative
approaches in the optimal design of demanding and daring
constructions.
VALUE PROPOSITION / OFFERING
Due to the mission committed to wood, CBD is actively
involved in the promotion of sustainable and ecological

construction with an emphasis on increasing comfort,
architectural expression, lifestyle and social values.
»With structural knowledge towards daring architecture
design«.
SEGMENTS THAT ARE MOST RELEVANT FOR OUR
COMPANY
 Static and construction design of optimal timber or hybrid
structures,
 Focus on sustainable and resilient structures with emphasis
on seismic safety,
 Development of new technologies in design and
construction of timber structures.
REFERENCES
 EXPO 2015 in Milano; static design of the whole structure of
Slovenian pavilion,
 EXPO 2020 in Dubai, static design of timber and steel
structure with the execution of timber structure of Slovenian
pavilion,
 Several sustainable and resilient structures of 4-STOREY
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS, static design with the execution
of optimal timber structure,
 Several timber structures of SPORTS HALLS, static design
with the execution of optimal timber structure,
 SQUASHLAND CENTER, static design of timber and steel
structure with the execution of the whole structure of the
biggest timber squash center on-in the World in four height
levels.
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KOLES d.o.o.

Novomeška cesta 13, 1330 Kočevje, Slovenia
) +386 41 430 971
] info@koles.si
D www.koles.si

CORE BUSINESS

 Production of glued laminated timber and finger jointed solid
timber.

ABOUT THE COMPANY
KOLES d.o.o. is a company that manufactures wooden glued
timbers from spruce, which is mostly from Slovenian forests.
We are located in the heart of the Kočevje forests - Kočevje.
We started operations in 2019, and we have 30 employees. In
the future, we will start producing cross laminated timber and
also wood pellets of A1 quality.

VALUE PROPOSITION / OFFERING
 supply of wooden glued beams and panels,
 design of wooden buildings,
 CNC machining (Hundegger),
 all products are certified.
SEGMENTS THAT ARE MOST RELEVANT FOR OUR
COMPANY
 wood-processing industries,
 manufacturers of prefabricated and wooden buildings,
 manufacturers of wooden structures.

MAIN ACTIVITIES / PRODUCTS / SERVICES
 production of glued laminated timber
 production of finger jointed solid timber
 production of cross laminated timber
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MELU d.o.o.

Raduha 56, 3334 Luče, Slovenia
Contact person: Alojz Selišnik (CEO)
] alojz.selisnik@melu.si
L +386 3 83 93 890
] info@melu.si
D www.mizarstvo-selisnik.si

CORE BUSINESS

 Wooden door production.

ABOUT THE COMPANY
MELU is a family business that was established in 1933 and is
specialising in the production of solid wooden interior door
elements . The company is based on individual approach with
the highest production quality and is equipped with modern
robotic technology, which allows maximum production
flexibility. By implementing the principles of sustainable
development and production from the log to the final
product, we take care of the efficient processing of all wood
and thus producing zero waste.
MAIN ACTIVITIES / PRODUCTS / SERVICES
 Research and development of new wooden products
 Development of new door designs
 Preparation of raw material (cutting, drying, sellecting)
 Production of cross-bonded boards
 Production of wooden internal doors

VALUE PROPOSITION / OFFERING
 89 years of experiences,
 Knowledge and values passed from generation to
generation,
 Modern robotic technology,
 Handcrafted details,
 13 different types of wood.
SEGMENTS THAT ARE MOST RELEVANT FOR OUR
COMPANY
 Residental and non-residental buildings (houses, flats,
hotels, schools etc).
 Customers that are ecologically aware, love wooden
products , care for nature and want to co-create healthy
living environment.
REFERENCES
 Ritz Carlton Hotel Dublin,
 Wasserpark Europa - Hotel Kronasar,
 Hotel Peter II Moscow,
 Castle Windsor Ireland,
 Castle Otočec – Slovenia.
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Pohištvo Potočnik, ALEŠ POTOČNIK S.P.
Kidričeva cesta 58, 4220 Škofja Loka, Slovenia
Contact person: Aleš Potočnik
] ales@pohistvopotocnik.si
) +386 41 546 522
] info@pohistvopotocnik.si
D www.pohistvopotocnik.si

CORE BUSINESS

 Production and assembly of high quality custom furniture.

ABOUT THE COMPANY
The story of the family company Pohištvo Potočnik goes back
to the year of 1895. Today already the fourth generation leads
the production of high-quality custom-made furniture.
Our assortment is characterized by high-quality materials,
the highest technological standards, innovative design and
functionality. We offer custom made furniture for the entirety
of your interior: your home, your business premises and
tourist objects.
MAIN ACTIVITIES / PRODUCTS / SERVICES
 production of high-quality custom-made furniture
 kitchens
 living rooms
 dining rooms
 bedrooms and children's rooms
 bathrooms
 offices
 interior doors
 tourist objects and business premises
 assembly of furniture

VALUE PROPOSITION / OFFERING
 high-quality furniture, adaptable to most demanding
requirements,
 award-winning technical perfection and design,
 highest technological standards,
 one of the leading custom-made furniture manufacturers on
the Slovenian market.
SEGMENTS THAT ARE MOST RELEVANT FOR OUR
COMPANY
 building contractors,
 architects,
 interior designers.
REFERENCES
 Triangel Boutique Hotel, Gozd Martuljek, Slovenia,
 Showrooms Citroën Slovenia (27 showrooms),
 Bellevue Residenzen Wörthersee, Techelsberg,
Austria (14 apartments).
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Mizarstvo Mrak d.o.o.

Studenčice 30, 1215 Medvode, Slovenia
Contact person: Miha Mrak
) +386 40 171 525
] mizarstvo.mrak@siol.net
D http://mizarstvo-mrak.si/

CORE BUSINESS

 Furniture manufacturing and design.

ABOUT THE COMPANY
1991 was the year when our story began. Located in small
village in Slovenia, a family bussines started, and over the
years grew bigger and bigger. Now employing over 30
employees, with two workshops is becoming one of the
leading furniture contractor in Slovenia.
With years of expertise and experience, Mizarstvo Mrak d.o.o.
is proud to be regarded as one of manufacturing leaders in
Slovenia. Every decision is inspired by our main mission, which
is to provide the highest standard of product and services to
both retailers and customers.
In this rapidly changing industry, we’ve realized the
importance of continually updating our approach to stay
relevant in the market, and are committed to just that.






sampling coordination
Preparation of production documentation
Production
Delivery and assembly

VALUE PROPOSITION / OFFERING
 Customer focus,
 High quality custom furniture,
 Continuous improvement in all fields of activity.
SEGMENTS THAT ARE MOST RELEVANT FOR OUR
COMPANY
 custom indoor or outdoor furniture.
REFERENCES
 Elan Inventa d.o.o.,
 Jan Kurtz GmbH,
 Stilles d.o.o..

MAIN ACTIVITIES / PRODUCTS / SERVICES
 construction and design
 technology development
 plan preparation and measurements
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LESKOM-OD d.o.o.

Ul. Sergeja Mašera 52, 5222 Kobarid, Slovenia
Contact person: Sašo Taljat
) +386 41 943 461
] leskom-od@siol.net
D www.leskom-od.si

CORE BUSINESS

 Import and export of timber, wooden semi-products and other
wooden elements.

ABOUT THE COMPANY
Leskom-OD is a family run company with a long tradition.
It started as a sawmill and timber trade company. Since
2008, after a business reorganization, it operates under the
name Leskom-OD and provides trade services in the timber
industry.
Our business consists of the wholesale of wood in logs and
different production stages. We are also a commercial agent
for used and new machinery for wood production.

VALUE PROPOSITION / OFFERING
We have long tradition in import and export of logs, timber
and other wooden semi products. Therefore, we are able to
offer long-term relationship with good and quality materials.
SEGMENTS THAT ARE MOST RELEVANT FOR OUR
COMPANY
 Home and garden furniture,
 Logs for sliced veneer production,
 Trading.
REFERENCES
 Dalian Bonded Area Jiayun International Trad, GG Bled.

MAIN ACTIVITIES / PRODUCTS / SERVICES
 Import and export of timber, wooden semi-products and
other wooden elements
 Sale of fire wood
 Sale of wood for construction
 Purchase of soft wood and hard wood
 Commercial agent for used and new wood production
machinery
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JK KAKER d.o.o.

Savinjska cesta 32, 3330 Mozirje, Slovenia
Contact person: Janez Kaker
) +386 41 793 064
] jani.kaker@kaker.si
D www.mizarstvo-kaker.com
Jani Kaker
JK KAKER d.o.o. specialno in
pohištveno mizarstvo
Savinjska cesta 32
3330 Mozirje

+386 41 793 064
CORE BUSINESS
+386 3839 51 30

i
jani.kaker@kaker.s
 Furniture
joinery.
www.mizarstvo-kaker.com

ABOUT THE COMPANY
The company JK Kaker was founded nearly 60 years ago.
The father belonged to the previous generation of carpenters
and was in the carpentry business for nearly 40 years.
Implementing the vast woodworking knowledge from the
generation before with several years of commercial and
business experience, enabled his son Janez Kaker to take over
the business in 1994.
The company started working with older inherited technology
and premises but in the past 20 years, a lot of focus was
put on continuous investments in modernisation of the
technology and expansion of the product line at the existing
location in Mozirje, Slovenia.
The company continues to pursue the objective of
manufacturing quality products using quality materials.

MAIN ACTIVITIES / PRODUCTS / SERVICES
 customised furniture
 furniture programme for the complete furnishing of
commercial
 premises
 other more demanding wood products
VALUE PROPOSITION / OFFERING
 Stairs,
 Wine shelves,
 Kitchens,
 Restaurant interiors,
 Office interiors.
SEGMENTS THAT ARE MOST RELEVANT FOR OUR
COMPANY
 Accuracy,
 Quality.
REFERENCES
 Liebherr,
 Slettvoll,
 Log House.
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iQwood d.o.o.

Topole 51, 1234 Mengeš, Slovenia
Contact person: Martin Hladnik, CEO
) +386 51 330 949
] info@iqwood.com
D www.iqwood.com

CORE BUSINESS

 Production of massive wooden construction elements made of
dowel laminated timber without any glue adhesives, chemicals,
or metals.

ABOUT THE COMPANY
iQwood is a producer of high-end bio, massive wood
construction elements. We are development-oriented
company with a vision to develop and produce top-quality
and healthy living environment.
Architects and builders know us for our passion for
development and excellent technical knowledge. Our
construction elements are delivered to various partners across
whole central Europe.
MAIN ACTIVITIES / PRODUCTS / SERVICES
 development and production of massive wooden
construction elements (walls, floors, and ceilings)
 development of dedicated doweling production equipment
 licencing of partner companies that produce elements
according to our licence

VALUE PROPOSITION / OFFERING
iQwood is an answer to those who search for Top-class living
comfort since it is not containing any glue, chemicals, and
metals. Produced with zero CO2 footprint it is a revolutionary
product in construction industry.
SEGMENTS THAT ARE MOST RELEVANT FOR OUR
COMPANY
 Construction segment focused on wooden buildings
especially in sectors education (schools, kindergartens),
health care (elder communities, hospitals) and bio tourism
(hotels, apartments),
 Architecture bureaus that work on projects emphasizing
sustainable living and circular economy by using wood as
main construction element.
REFERENCES
 Bio Appartments Ortenia – Podčetrtek, Slovenia,
 Hotel Vandot – Kranjska Gora, Slovenia,
 Islamic Religious and Cultural center – Ljubljana, Slovenia.
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Skodlarstvo Koželj d.o.o.

Stahovica 29/A, 1242 Stahovica, Slovenia
Contact person: Simona Koželj
) +386 41 735 426
] bojan.kozelj@siol.net, simona.kozelj65@gmail.com
D www.skodlarstvo.si/

CORE BUSINESS

 Making and assembling hand-made wooden boards – known as
»shingles« (roofing and facade).

ABOUT THE COMPANY
Our company is maintaining an inheritance in alpine roofing
system, for more than three decades. In the present time, we
are already the 3rd generation of shingle-makers.
We are making and assembling fissile wooden boards, known
as »shingle« (skodla: slovenian). Many referential facilities
are indicating on the quality of our work-over 300 facilities
of cultural heritage and other private structures – wooden
houses, church bell towers, church roofs (approx. 30), castles
(Bled castle, Predjama castle, Celje castle), chapels (Russian
chapel in Slovenia), cottages, facilities under UNESCO
protection (Idria, Slovenia).
We also set up frameworks for roofs and implement carpentry
work. Our procedure in making shingle is hand-made, which
allows a better sustainabilty and a longer life period (from
40 up to 50 years guarantee). The most important thing
for our work is selecting the right wood-cut down only in
winter months and on high mountain environment. This is the
biggest insurance for the quality of the roof, which will last for
several decades.

MAIN ACTIVITIES / PRODUCTS / SERVICES
 Roof covering with hand-made wooden boards (shingles)
 Facade covering with hand-made wooden boards (shingles)
 Making and assembling fissile wooden boards
VALUE PROPOSITION / OFFERING
With our extended knowledge, years of experience in handmaking wooden boards, which are the most natural, healthy
material, we guarantee quality, better and healthy life.
SEGMENTS THAT ARE MOST RELEVANT FOR OUR
COMPANY
 Healthy, natural wooden houses for better and healthier
living,
 Environmentally friendly,
 Customer focus,
 Modernisation and also keeping an important heritage,
 Constant improvment,
 Always best quality of wooden materials and assembly.
REFERENCES
 Bled castle,
 Predjama castle,
 Church on Rogla,
 Russian chapel,
 Idrijske klavže (UNESCO protection).
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Mizarstvo Lavre, Martin Lavre s.p.

Podgorje 40 A, 2381 Podgorje pri Slovenj Gradcu, Slovenia
) +386 31 417 008
D www.mizarstvo-lavre.com/

CORE BUSINESS

 Carpentry.

ABOUT THE COMPANY
Mizarstvo Lavre, Martin Lavre s.p. is a family business whose
work continues for the third generation. Since 1952, we have
been located in Podgorje near Slovenj Gradec. Tradition,
knowledge and experience together with our employees help
us with consulting, production and assembly of products.
MAIN ACTIVITIES / PRODUCTS / SERVICES
 home furniture
 business furniture
 dental furniture
 medical furniture

VALUE PROPOSITION / OFFERING
 product quality, competitive price, personal approach
- advising customers on spatial layout and choice of
materials, flexibility, quick response.
 With the help of a 3D computer program, we place furniture
in the room, advise and take care of the entire service from
idea to installation.
SEGMENTS THAT ARE MOST RELEVANT FOR OUR
COMPANY
 Medicinal and dental segment, other business and privat
sector.
REFERENCES
 National Institute of Chemistry, Ljubljana,
 General Hospital Slovenj Gradec,
 furniture for private houses.
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LAJKA poslovne storitve d.o.o.

Pameče 166a, 2380 Slovenj Gradec, Slovenia
Contact person: Damir Budimir
) +386 31 311 674
] finance@lajka-international.com
D https://lajkawood.com/our-business/

CORE BUSINESS

 Distribution of hardwood-softwood, lumber and glued
laminated timber.

ABOUT THE COMPANY
Lajka d.o.o. is one of european biggest hardwood and
softwood logs exporters and at the same time representing a
cluster of slovenian as european sawmills in order to be able
to compete with the global market demands.
We continuously invest into various wood processing
companies in Slovenia and across Europe as our aim is to
build strong strategic partnerships.
Over the years, relying on LAJKA’s own advantages, we have
gradually established a ONE-STOP
industrial quality
supervision chain from forestry, logging, storage yard handling
and transportation, timber conversion production and deep
processing of wood products.
Our main market currently is still Asia, but we are successfully
expanding our business also to o ther markets.

MAIN ACTIVITIES / PRODUCTS / SERVICES
 Log and Lumber Supply ( EUROPEAN OAK, SPRUCE/FIR,
BEECH, ASH, MAPLE, CHERRY, WALNUT, POPLAR)
 Glued laminated timber
 Quality Control Supervision
 Forest management
 Logistic management
VALUE PROPOSITION / OFFERING
Our commitment doesn't end with a finished package of
timber. We also offer expertise, service, and distribution
solutions that put the finishing touch on every deal.
SEGMENTS THAT ARE MOST RELEVANT FOR OUR
COMPANY
 Wood industry,
 Trading,
 Purchasing,
 Investments.
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TUNING d.o.o.

Kraigherjeva ulica 19a, 2230 Letnart V Slovenskih Goricah, Slovenia
Contact person: Denis Robar, uni. dipl. prav, direktor
) +386 31 430 552
] denis.robar@tuning.si
D www.tuning.si

CORE BUSINESS

 Manufacturing and sale of builders’ joinery.

ABOUT THE COMPANY
TUNING d.o.o. has been present on the market since 1999 and
today employs more than 30 people. The main activity is the
supply, installation of interior doors, entrance doors, windows
and blinds, and the production of its own interior doors under
the brand TUNING DESIGN, the quality of which is recognized
by more and more customers in neighboring Austria and
Croatia. In 2021, the company began a renewing of processes
and digitalization of operations. The company also manages
2 VIP VULCO car service workshops and we are a proud
partner of the GOODYEAR network. Presence in foreign
markets and cooperation with international companies gives
us confirmation of good work.
MAIN ACTIVITIES / PRODUCTS / SERVICES
Supply and installation of:
 interior doors,
 entrance doors,
 PVC, ALU, WOODEN windows
 blinds.
Production of its own interior doors under the brand TUNING
DESIGN.

VALUE PROPOSITION / OFFERING
 More than 20 years of experience,
 Cooperation with trusted companies (Pirnar d.o.o., M-Sora
d.o.o., Roletarstvo Medle, Senčila Medle, Westag-Getalig AG,
EKO-OKNA S.A., TUPAI,…),
 The company's vision is to become trustfull company in the
supply of builder's joinery and to become one of the major
actors in the interior door manufacturing market in Slovenia
and abroad,
 Capacity to quickly adaption.
SEGMENTS THAT ARE MOST RELEVANT FOR OUR
COMPANY
 Wood/pvc/aluminium builders’ joinery industry,
 Production automation system.
REFERENCES
 Pirnar d.o.o.,
 M Sora d.d.,
 Eko-Okna S.A.,
 Westag & Getalit Ag,
 Roletarstvo Medle d.o.o..
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ABC real estate

Tivolska 48, SI, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
L +386 1 30 00 000
] abc@abc.si
D www.abc-nepremicnine.si

ABOUT THE COMPANY
ABC real estate is the top leading real estate agency
operating in Slovenia and Croatia since 1996. Our company
provides top quality A to Z real estate services including real
estate sales, purchases, rentals, and leases as well as property
management and investment services.
At ABC Nepremičnine we have over 24 years of successful
track record in the real estate market. We are recognized
by our clients as real estate professionals who carry high
customer service and client satisfaction standards.
MAIN ACTIVITIES / PRODUCTS / SERVICES
Real Estate Brokerage Services – We provide the highest
quality realtor services to buyers and sellers of property
making sure all transactions are carried out smoothly and
without any hassles. We take special care in bringing the right
buyers to the right sellers in order to facilitate the transaction
for both parties. We make sure the transaction is fair to each
side as well as beneficial.
We help carryout real estate transactions with paying special
attention to all legal issues involved from the start to the end.
This way our clients know that their interests are safe and are
well looked after.
Due to our access to a large real estate database, we can offer
swift and smooth conclusion to many transactions, sometimes
before the property is even published.
In order to facilitate smooth and efficient transactions we

have developed and are operating a modern platform for all
types of electronic auctions.
Real Estate Management Services – At ABC Nepremičnine,
we are proud of our one-of-a –kind management services
praised by our clients as being number one in the region. We
provide a prompt and professional approach to property and
real estate management drawing complete trust of our clients.
Whether your investment property includes a residential or an
office building or even if it is a retail store, our management
services are here to free you from worrying about the daily
activities and minor financial aspect of your business. This
way you will be able to focus on the bigger picture as you can
rest assured that your investment is secure and protected.
Real Estate Appraisal Services – Our appraisal service will
bring you comprehensive investment plans no matter how
large or small your project is. Our appraisers are professional
experts in the field and carry many years of experience.
Real Estate Market Analysis Services – Our experience with
brokerage services, feed back from our clients, and systematic
collection of information related to real estate transactions,
enable us to provide in depth market analysis of real estate
market in Slovenia or its segments.
Privacy – We aim to provide a complete real estate services
package to all of our clients. We respect the privacy of our
clients and protect the information that has been provided
to us for the sake of carrying out a transaction. We consider
all data to be trade secrets which should be kept in complete
confidentiality.
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No Profit – Innovative Services for Society Ltd.
Britof 469, 4000 Kranj, Slovenia
Contact person: Primož Šporar
) +386 41 684 182
] info@woodbelt.eu
D https://woodbelt.eu/

CORE BUSINESS

 Production of belts with wooden buckles and other wooden
parts for the fashion industry.
 We are using the impact design process as the fundament
of the brand to leave a positive footprint behind. We want to
link products and services to society challenges. Our business
model is not financially motivated. As a brand with a nonprofit mentality, we value social and environmental objectives.
We want to build partnerships for the co-creation of Impact
Fashion.
Wood Belt motto:
Feel good. Look good. Do good.
Wood Belt, choose your impact.

ABOUT THE COMPANY
No Profit Ltd was established in 2011. Main activities are
impact design consultancy, social innovation development
and financial support for social economy sector.
MAIN ACTIVITIES / PRODUCTS / SERVICES
 Wood Belt belts
 Production of wooden elements for fashion industry
(wooden parts for bags, belts etc.)
VALUE PROPOSITION / OFFERING
 Only producer of belts with wooden buckles in the world,
 Wooden buckle patented as an invention.
Patent number: 25569,

 Registered by Slovenian Crafstmans’s chamber as crafts
product,
 Buckles out of wood cutoffs, circular economy product
 No metal use (allergy friendly and airport friendly – no
take off),
 PeTA vegan approved cork and other certified material,
sustainable and circular principles,
 Wooden parts life guarantee.
SEGMENTS THAT ARE MOST RELEVANT FOR OUR
COMPANY
 Fashion industry,
 Fashion accessories industry,
 Business gifts industry.
REFERENCES
 Selling products in 15 countries,
 Amazon Launchpad Participant,
 Red Dot Award 2021 participant,
 London Fashion Week 2021 and New York Fashion Week
2022 participant,
 Selected participant of the EU funded project »Small, but
perfect«,
 Slovenian Award »Lesarski presežek 2021«.
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MYWATER Technologies

Pri lipi 2, 1360 Vrhnika, Slovenia
Contact person: Robert Slavec
] robert@mywatertechnologies.com
) +386 41 401 587
] info@mywatertechnologies.com
D www.mywatertechnologies.com

CORE BUSINESS

 WaaS – water as a service.
The WaaS services reducing the need for single-use plastic
bottles by providing public access to purified drinking water,
changing users’ habits and providing data for all stakeholders.

ABOUT THE COMPANY
MYWATER is a smart water company with a strong
environmental and social vocation, on a mission to
accelerate the world transition to sustainable and safe water
consumption. By reinventing public water taps, MYWATER
offers a sustainable and cheaper alternative to the single-use
plastic water bottles and changing use & throw away habits.
MAIN ACTIVITIES / PRODUCTS / SERVICES
 IoT-based drinking water refill station,
 designed for outdoor spaces and public places,
 a combination of hardware, data analytics and advanced
space water filtration technologies,
 providing access to locally sourced and 99,9999% purified
drinking water.

VALUE PROPOSITION / OFFERING
 reducing the need for transport and single -use packaging,
 facilitate the transition to a circular economy,
 changing users’ habits and providing data for stakeholders,
 monthly reports on reducing of plastic waste and CO2
emissions,
 enabling to reach green strategy and SDG6, SDG9, SDG11
and SDG12 goals.
SEGMENTS THAT ARE MOST RELEVANT FOR OUR
COMPANY
 mega cities with low water quality (B2B2C),
 most visited tourist destinations (B2G + B2B),
 smart water solutions (B2B).
REFERENCES
 Solar Impulse Foundation,
 Slovene Enterprise Fund,
 Spirit Slovenia,
 Slovenian Award »Lesarski presežek 2021«.
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Imber d.o.o.

IMBER
CORE BUSINESS

 Research and developlment on Blockchain.

ABOUT THE COMPANY
At Imber we are eager to make ideas happen. We are looking
for sustainable projects with focus on green technologies and
Blockchain.

Dalmatinova ulica 2, Ljubljana, 1000 Ljubljana
Contact person: Tomaž Erjavec, CEO
) +386 31 679 805
] tomaz@imber.si

 providing access to locally sourced and 99,9999% purified
drinking water,
 enabling to reach green strategy and SDG6, SDG9, SDG11
and SDG12 goals.
REFERENCES
 Green technologies, IT, Blockchain.

MAIN ACTIVITIES / PRODUCTS / SERVICES
 IoT-based drinking water refill station,
 designed for outdoor spaces and public places,
 a combination of hardware, data analytics and advanced
space water filtration technologies,
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Biotechnical Faculty, University of Ljubljana
Jamnikarjeva 101, Ljubljana 1000, Slovenia
Contact person: Milan Šernek
L +386 1 32 03 623
] milan.sernek@bf.uni-lj.si
D www.bf.uni-lj.si/en/

CORE BUSINESS

 Education, research, consultancy, expertise and testing.

ABOUT THE COMPANY
The mission of the Biotechnical Faculty is to provide
education on undergraduate and graduate levels, as well as
to carry out scientific research, technical and consulting work
concerning the life sciences, agriculture, forestry and wood
science, and the related production technologies.
The Department of Wood Science and Technology offers
knowledge and research activities about wood and wood
composites and modern technologies for wood processing,
construction, design and management of wood products.
MAIN ACTIVITIES / PRODUCTS / SERVICES
 Education
 Research
 Testing
VALUE PROPOSITION / OFFERING
 Education, workshops and conferences related to wood
science and technology.
 Research work related to lingo-cellulosic materials on
fundamental, applied and industrial levels.
 Expertise and testing in accordance with European and
international standards.

SEGMENTS THAT ARE MOST RELEVANT FOR OUR
COMPANY
 Wood,
 Wood-based composites and materials,
 Furniture.
REFERENCES
 M SORA d.d. cooperation within the project H2020
Wintherwax – Fast track to innovations,
 Factory production control of glued laminated timber (Hoja
d.d., Koles d.d., Černivšek s.p.),
 Testing of furniture, gymnastic and playground equipment
(Rex Kralj d.o.o., Hit Preless d.o.o., Podgorje d.o.o., Elan
Inventa d.o.o.),
 Industrial projects (TIGR4smart, IQHome, WOOLF, CelKrog)
with companies (MSora, REM, XLab, L-Tek, Jelovica,
Melamin …),
 Consultancy for companies, private owners.
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Faculty of design,
an independent higher education institution
Prevale 10, Trzin 1236, Slovenia

Contact person: Veronika Gruden Bole
) +386 59 235 010
] veronika.gruden@fd.si
D https://fd.si/?lang=en

CORE BUSINESS

 Higher education on undergraduate and master study
programme Design.

ABOUT THE COMPANY
The Faculty of Design is a small, dynamic and innovative
faculty, which provides higher education in the field of
Design, namely in the courses: Interior design, Visual
communications, Fashion and textiles and Design
management. Faculty educates competent and criticalminded graduates who are tightly involved in sustainable
development of the global environment. Faculty also carries
out research, artistic and professional activities, with the help
of innovative, sustainable and digitally supported tools,
through which it consequently improves the quality of life and
living in the wider, global region.
VALUE PROPOSITION / OFFERING
 Higher education on undergraduate and master level,
 International workshops, conferences and round tables,
 Research work in the field of interior design, textile, fashion,
visual communication and design management,
 Artistic activitie.

SEGMENTS THAT ARE MOST RELEVANT FOR OUR
COMPANY
 Interior design,
 Visual Communications,
 Fashion and Textiles,
 Design management.
REFERENCES
 Many awarded students projects,
 Collaboration in national and international projects and
Competence Centres,
 Erasmus + programme,
 Memberships in World Design Organization, European
Creative Business Network, BEDA and New European
Bauhaus,
 Establishments of two platforms for sustainable design,
 International awards,
 National award for social responsibility.
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Wood Industry Cluster Slovenia
Dimiceva 13, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia

Contact person: Mr Bernard Likar, Advisor
)

+386 41 354 131

L +386 1 58 98 284
] grozd@sloles.com
D https://www.lesarski-grozd.si/en/

CORE BUSINESS

 The Wood Industry Cluster, helps Slovenian wood and furniture
companies in development, training, digital transition and
circular economy, as well as internationalization.

ABOUT THE COMPANY
The Wood Industry Cluster, Slovenia is a non-profit private
organisation/association that was founded in 1999 by
woodworking companies, the state as well as institutions.
Today the WIC is comprised of a range of 95 companies
and institutions including Slovenian wood processors and
producers of furniture (About one third of the Slovenian wood
sector). The staff of the WIC office has more than 30 years
of experience in the wood-processing sector, clustering and
networking.
MAIN ACTIVITIES / PRODUCTS / SERVICES
The cluster supports its member at;
 Development and EU R&D projects,
 Transfer of knowledge by linking business to R&D,
 Training,
 Internationalisation,
 Digital transition and Circular economy.

VALUE PROPOSITION / OFFERING
The Wood Industry Cluster can support you at connection
with the Slovenian Wood and Furniture Companies, but also
at R&D and other activities of common interest.
We are interested in working with related clusters /
associations or to support foreign companies at contacts with
Slovenian Wood & Furniture Companies.
SEGMENTS THAT ARE MOST RELEVANT FOR OUR
COMPANY
 EU R&D projects,
 Networking and connecting business,
 Digitalization and circular economy.
REFERENCES
Internationalization: on-line and on-site b2b events, business
delegations/missions, showrooms, collective stands on the
fairs, exchange of business opportunities / offers / demands.
Our main focus; EU, UK and US market. More about the export
offer of our members:
https://www.lesarski-grozd.si/Catalogue_SLO_Wood_2020.pdf.
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41 SLOVENIAN COMPANIES

are chosen ambassadors of Slovene economy

AMBASSADORS
OF SLOVENIA’S
BUSINESS

elaphe

www.sloveniabusiness.eu
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